★ COMMANDER'S RULEBOOK ERRATA
★ SOLITAIRE STAR FLEET SCENARIO
★ SPACE Z O M B IE S -A N INTRUDER VARIANT
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Army of
The Tennessee

Publishers of The Wargamer

Four well-researched, fully tested
historical games of moderate complexity.
Army of
The Potomac

Top designers, careful development, and
colorful graphics combine to make the
publication of these games an exciting
moment for the hobbyist. All four games
are in book-case format, with mounted
mapboards. From 3W, producers of high
quality, exclusively historical games.
ARMY OF THE POTOMAC
Covers the eastern theatre of the Civil
War, with scenarios covering Bull Run,
the Peninsula, Gettysburg, and Grant
vs. Lee, plus a campaign game. Links
with Army of the Tennessee to cover the
whole Civil War. 34” x 22” mounted
mapboard, 400 counters.
Designer Mark McLaughlin.
Complexity 3.
KIROVOGRAD
Epic east front armor battle, January 5-16,
1944. 34” x 22" mounted mapboard, 300
counters (battalion-regiment-brigadedivision). At the start of each turn players
secretly and simultaneously issue
"orders” to each of their formations

(divisions, corps). These orders —assault,
retreat, defense, reserve, mobile —
determine what units may do in the
ensuing movement and combat phases,
and also which player has the initiative
(moves first).
A fast and playable game from top
designer Jack Radey. Complexity 4.
ARMY OF THE TENNESSEE
Covers the western theatre of the Civil
War, with scenarios covering Shiloh,
Vicksburg, Chattanooga and Atlanta, plus
a campaign game. Links with Army of the
Potomac to cover the whole Civil War.
400 counters, 34” x 22” mounted
mapboard.
Designer Mark McLaughlin.
Complexity 3.
LAWRENCE OF ARABIA
Lawrence captures the dramatic
Palestine campaign of 1918, in which the

combination of airpower and mechanized
breakthrough foreshadowed the
Blitzkriegs of World War II. A crucial
guerrilla role is played by the Arabs under
Lawrence. 34” x 22" full color mounted
mapboard, 260 counters.
Complexity 2, designer Roger Nord.

To Order:
Call 805-927-5439
or send $19.95 check or money order
only, to:

World Wide Wargames
P.O. Box F
Cambria, CA 93428-0295
California residents add 6'A% sales tax.
Trade Inquiries Welcome: 805-927-5624
Also watch for the latest issue of The
Wargamer, the independent wargaming
monthly.
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In this issue of NEXUS, we are
featuring solitaire gaming. Most of
us have, at one time or another,
played games by ourselves. Some of
us have done it because of the dif
ficulty of readily finding an oppo
nent. Still others of us have found it
more convenient and/or more en
joyable to play alone.
When I was ten years old, / cut
rectangles out of cardboard and
wrote the names of the Confederate
and Union commanders on them. /
would spread these " counters " on
m y bedroom floor, move them
somewhat arbitrarily, roll some dice,
and occasionally eliminate one of
them.
Years later, I saw AVALON HILL's
GETTYSBURG on a shelf in a local
hobby store. / had no idea what a
wargame was; but / immediately
bought the game, took it home and
read the rules, and set it up. For
hours / would sit contentedly mov
ing counters around. Since then, /
must have played GETTYSBURG
over one hundred times, but never
with an opponent!
/ have now designed five games,
and have developed over twice that
many. However, not counting playtest sessions, I can count on both
hands the number of times / have
played an Adventure Game with an
opponent. The point of this is that
I am not alone! There are many
gamers who can cite similar
backgrounds in gaming.
A few short years ago, some of
the game companies realized that,
for one reason or another, there
were many gamers who mostly
played by themselves. These com
panies began to publish games ex
pressly for the solitaire gamer.
Although gamers still played the two
player games solitaire (even figuring
ways to play simultaneous move
m ent games), they n o w had
something they could call their own.
The success o/TASK FORCE'S IN
TRUDER attests to the fact that the
solitaire game is very popular. SURVIVAL/the BARBARIAN (a double
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